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Introduction.

A Banach algebra QL is said to be homogeneous on 3D, the boundary of the open unit disk D, if (H.O) OLis a commutative semi-simple complex Banach algebra, (H.I) the maximal ideal space ofOL is 3D, (H.2) for each e^ C 3D and f e QL, a contains the translate
T(t)f of / (T(t)f)(6) = f(Q -t), (H.3) the mapping of e^ -> T(t) is a strongly continuous representation of 3D in QL.
(cf. [15, 18] ). QL is thus an algebra (under pointwise multiplication) of continuous functions on 3D containing all trigonometric polynomials as a dense subalgebra ; without loss of generality we may also assume T(0 is a contraction :
l|T(t)f||^ ^ ||/||^ , ^€E 3D , /GO:.
Only regular homogeneous algebras will be considered here.
Throughout this paper QL^ will denote the closed subalgebra of QL of all functions having analytic extensions into D. Since OL^ contains the characters {X" : X(t) ^ e^, n > 0 },(^ is homogeneous on 3D under the more general definition introduced by de Leeuw ([14, p. 375] ). In particular, QL^ contains the trigonometric polynomials generated by {X" : n > 0} as a dense subalgebra and the maximal ideal space can be identified with D U 3D. The Beurling-Rudin theorem ( [8, p. 644] ) when QLis the Banach algebra <° (3D) of all continuous functions on 3D and QL^ is then the usual disk algebra suggests the following conjecture : CONJECTURE (2). -Let I be closed ideal in QL + and I ^ the closed ideal in OL generated by L Then I has the form I = qH°(D) 0 la (1) where q is the greatest common divisor of the inner functions in the factorization in H°°(D) of the functions in I.
Frequently 1^ can be described more explicitly. For if
Z(l)= n r'W , Z(l^)== g, g-^O)
/EI g A are the zero-sets of I and 1^ respectively, then Z(I^) = Z(I) 0 3D. When each such set Z(I) n 3D is a set of synthesis for (X(for instance when every closed set in 3D is a set of synthesis for QQ conjecture (2) simplifies to (2)' each closed ideal I in OL^ is of the form
where I^(K) = {/ E QL : /-^O) D K>.
The Beurling-Rudin theorem confirms (2)' for QC = <°(3D). On the other hand, when OC is the Wiener algebra ^(^(Z)), conjecture (2)' fails (via a tensor algebra argument) though very likely (2) remains true with each closed ideal I in QL^ being of the special form (2) whenever Z(I) H 3D is a set of synthesis for ^'(C 1 (Z)). Because single points in 3D are sets of synthesis for ^(^(Z)), Kahane's result ( [10] , cf. also [7] ) confirms (2) in the case a = ^(^(Z)) (and even a larger class of algebras) for closed ideals I in (^ for which Z(I) is a single point in 3D.
Clearly (2)' must be modified when functions in OL are all sufficiently smooth so that differentiation is allowed as, for instance, when QL = (°<") (3D) the Banach subalgebra of e(3D) of functions with continuous derivatives up to order n. The ideal I<a (K) must then be the intersection of closed primary ideals rather than merely closed maximal ideals. We omit these modifications since (S) does not need to be modified. Taylor and Williams ( [19] ) have established (2) in the case OL = C^ (3D) for closed ideals I mOL^ for which Z(I)H 3D is finite ; more generally, a result of theirs ( [19, theorem 5.3] ) can be interpreted as completely confirming (£) for the Frechet algebra
In this paper we shall consider conjecture (£) for the algebra OL^ with QL homogeneous on 3D. Some restriction on the smoothness and spectral synthesis properties of QL (or O^) seems to be necessary. We say that QL satisfies the Ditkin Condition if for each / c QL with When differentiation is permitted in QL (condition (2) prohibits differentiation) a different version of the Analytic Ditkin Condition is needed. Denote by M^ the largest integer n for which QL ^ G( 3D). Then a is said to satisfy the Analytic Ditkin Condition if for each / G QC-with /<"> (0) = 0, 0 ^ n < M^, there is a sequence {r^} C Q^ such that The proof of theorem B will be omitted (a proof appeals in [2] ). A proof of theorem A is given in section 4 of this paper after the Carleman Transform has been introduced in section 2 and important estimates for the Carleman Transform obtained in section 3.
Part II of this series is devoted to the construction of two large classes of homogeneous algebras both of which satisfy the Strong Ditkin and Strong Analytic Ditkin Conditions. These two classes contain virtually all homogeneous algebras considered previously (as well as many new ones).
We wish to thank Professors Kahane, Taylor and Williams for showing us their papers in pre-publication form. However, the proof of theorem A given here is substantially the one used by one of us to characterize certain closed ideals in a Beurling algebra of functions analytic in a half-plane ; this latter result was obtained independently of [10] and [19] in 1967, 1968 and was announced in outline in [6] . Until further notice (cf. (4.2)) we shall assume only that QL is a (Silov-) homogeneous algebra on 3D satisfying condition (1). As a Banach space, QL is an essential LK9D) -Banach module via convolution ; consequently
for any uniformly norm-bounded approximate identity {k }in L 1 (3D), say the Poisson Kernel Condition (1) on QL is stronger than first appearances might suggest : in fact when C^ (3D) C QL there is a continuous embedding weakly, and hence strongly, in fi/(3D).
Suppose now that 0 £ PM^ (C (3/(3D)). Then functions
elong respectively to H^, H_. The distributional boundary values of 0+(^) and <t>_(z) on 3D will be denoted by 0^, 0_ respectively (the 'Riesz projections' of 0). One consequence of (4) is that
for some constant independant of 0 G PM^, 11011 p^ being the norm of 0 in PM^. The Carleman Transform of 0 as the term is used in this paper is an extension of 0_ to a function meromorphic in D.
Our definition incorporates modifications introduced by Nyman([16 , chap. 2]) and used explicitly or implicitly by many subsequent authors (cf. [9] , [13] or [19] ).
Given / G Q^ and 0 e PM^, then 0 is orthogonal to the ideal \y generated in QL^ by / if and only if < 0, X" f> = 0, ^ > 0. Hence, if 0 is orthogonal to I and V/ £ PM ^ is given by 
Since V/(z) g(z) = <0, ^/T(r)P^> for all g G a^ it is not hard to check that V/(z)//(z), hence <&(z), is independent of the particular pair /, V/ in (5). Since 0_ * a. is continuous, Morera's theorem shows that $. analytic in YC 0 3D completing the proof.
Estimates for the Carleman transform.
Denote by ^ the set of all functions G analytic except possibly on 3D and satisfying : (i). outside 3D, (7 belongs to H_ , (ii). inside 3D,G has a representation G = g/f with g G H^.
zd / G H°°(D).
The Carleman Transform $ belongs to ^ provided $ is analytic in D.
For each G € §, M(z) = log|G(z)| is subharmonic except possibly on 3D and, by ^ (0,
To estimate G inside 3D let G = g/f. Then, for some disk D centered at ZQ = r^ e 16^ in D of sufficiently small radius p 
for some integer N. As a function in H°°(R),
([9, p. 133]), B , S and 0 having the obvious meanings. (ID Choose OQ and ^ with -7r/2 < 6^ < 0, 0 < ^ < Tr/2 for which (10) exists, 0 being the function 0 = /oco corresponding to the special choice of /. Then by (8) and (10) Since F is bounded on 3D^ and (7) holds, the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem shows that (11) 
Converting both (11) and (12) to estimates for G we obtain (3.1).
Proof of theorem A.
Let if and only 4> is entire whenever, as we shall henceforth assume, 0 is an QL -pseudo-measure orthogonal to I.
for some 0^ E 
near 1 (so, in particular, 1 e Z(I) H 3D). Let {r^} be a sequence in Q^ such that T^(O) = 1 and Tj^ -^ 0 in norm in (^+ as N -> oo. Approximating each T^, by a Taylor polynomial P^ in C£ (via (3) and the Cesaro kernel for instance) we obtain a sequence {P } satisfying
as N -^oo. With 0j^ e PM,, defined by <<^ , h> = <0 ,P^A >, (16) (a) shows that {0^} converges weak* to 0. In particular, {0 } is uniformly bounded in norm in PM^. Furthermore, as a sequence in ®'(3D), {0^} converges weakly, hence strongly, to 0. But then (0^ )^ also converges strongly to 0 in <x)'(3D) since the 'Riesz projections' are continuous on ®'(3D). Thus Completion of the proof of theorem (A) : When K = Z(I) 0 3D is at most countable there is a decreasing chain of subspaces Kô f K defined inductively as follows (cf. [17, p. 40] ) : K^ = K and K^ is the derived set of K., a == j3 + 1, if a is not a limit ordinal, or K-== 0 K,, if a is a limit ordinal. There will be a first ordinal, a 0 <a ŝ ay 7, necessarily a non-limit ordinal, such that K^ is empty ; consequently there is a last ordinal X such that K. is non-empty. Now by (4.1) the singularities of $ must lie in K^. Suppose that any singularity of $ lies in each K., j8 < a. Now either K = H K., or s P p<a p a = j8 + 1 and KAK^ consists of isolated points. Since $ cannot have isolated singularities each singularity of $ must therefore lie in K,.. Hence by transfinite induction the singularities must all lie in K.. But K. is finite and a singularity in K^ would have to be isolated. Thus <& is entire which as we remarked earlier ensures :
gE^H°°(D) n I^(K)=^£ I, the reverse inclusion to (13) .
